Immerse yourself
in Booth 3601.
Take a look at Ricoh Production at the 2018 SGIA Expo.
Explore the latest technologies, and turnkey solutions
that will help your business stand out and be seen.

EFI™ Pro 24f

Colex® Sharpcut™

Exceptional quality at production speeds,
broad color gamut and optimized ink usage.
This system brings the most powerful
features from LED and variable-drop
grayscale head technology to a true flatbed
design with a moving gantry and a
multi-zoned vacuum table.

The SX Series are powerful systems that
provide unmatched productivity by finishing
graphics with accuracy and efficiency. With
up to a 10' x 10' work area coupled with six
independent vacuum zones, this system gives
users exceptional registered output.

Go beyond CMYK with Ricoh’s 5th Color
Digital Production System to deliver
high-value, premium applications that stand
out from the competition. Gain the creative
control and automation tools to set your
business apart in a world of 4-color printing.

EFI™ Pro 16h

SEAL® 62 Pro S Laminator

RICOH Ri 6000

Diversify your business while saving space
with this hybrid wide-format printer that
can run roll-fed or flatbed print jobs on
one device. Offer your customers more
specialty and high-value output on a
broad range of media, including soft
signage and rigid substrates up to 2" thick.

A wide mounting laminator and
encapsulator offering industrial performance
at exceptional value. With fully adjustable
top roller temperature, speed and pressure
settings, the SEAL 62 Pro S is ideal for the
more experienced operator. The 62 Pro
is ETL Certified in the US and Canada.

The Ri 6000 print-on-demand Direct to
Garment (DTG) printer delivers photo-quality
prints directly to a wide range of apparel and
promotional items. This durable, easy-touse system can produce custom garments
in seconds for improved profitability on
quantities from one to 1,000+.

Wide Format Flatbed Printer

Wide Format Hybrid Printer

Wide Format Flatbed Cutter

Wide Format Finisher

We will also be announcing two new wide-format systems.
Don’t miss the opportunity to get in on the action.

RICOH Pro C7210X
Graphic Arts Edition Sheet-fed Press

Direct to Garment Printer

